Inside Executive Education’s New, High-tech Home

The Schmidt Family Complex for Academic and Athletic Excellence houses state-of-the-art facilities and an immersive learning environment.

Study Reveals that Banks Boost Out-of-Market Lending For Small Businesses

Banks are increasingly lending to small businesses outside of markets where the banks have offices, a geographic diversification that fuels job creation and economic growth, according to a study by a professor and a graduate student in the College of Business.

Hospitality Summit: What’s the Reality for 2021?

Peter Ricci, Director of FAU’s Hospitality and Tourism Management Program, and a panel of experts discuss industry expectations for 2021.

Hispanic Consumer Confidence Declines, but Long-term Economic Outlook Still Bright

According to data from the FAU Business and Economics Polling Initiative, Hispanics in the U.S. did not end 2020 with an optimistic view of their finances, but they appear confident in the extended forecast.

Faculty as News Media Experts

FAU Business faculty engage with local, regional, and national audiences. Recent media mentions include the following print and digital outlets:

- Mixed signals from mortgage experts on where rates will go next week | Bankrate
- Less work, less pay: Hospitality workers scramble for jobs | South Florida Sun Sentinel
- Study: Restaurant Franchisors May Regret Sweetheart Deals to Grow Business During a Recession | Yahoo Finance
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